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Hello,
This month's newsletter includes:


Academic Service Hours


University Libraries Spring
2020 Hours



Welcome Back Lobos



INLP Upcoming Events




INLP Coffee House

Time Management Tips from a
Learning Strategist



Native American Program Series,
1999-2017

Academic Service Hours
University Libraries Spring 2020
Hours
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Welcome Back Lobos,
We are so happy to have the campus full of
students and to hear the discussions of
creative ideas. Similarly, life and warmth is
coming back to the land, as birds are
chirping, the sun is getting brighter, and the
plants are standing a little taller with each
day.
Here at INLP we are transitioning also. We
recently hired two new student employees
and we are happy to introduce Ashanti
Antonio and Raven Alcott to the INLP
family. Both students bring previous library
and customer service experiences to INLP.
We are excited for their ideas and
personality to grow out program. We will be
profiling them in our next newsletter.
INLP is also excited to announce several
programs that will be new for us and we are
excited to announce them as we finalize the
details. The first, is a ground up exhibit
focusing on the impacts of climate change
upon Indigenous people and the
environment. This exhibit is proposed to
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open in March 2020 and it will be up until
January 2021.
The second is a program highlighting the
lives of Indigenous students at UNM by
providing an avenue to broadcast it. This yet
to be titled program, will be a short film
project using the Adobe Creative Cloud
platform to build these stories. This project
will be announced soon! Stay Tuned :)
Finally, INLP is repositioning itself to be a
more purposeful and focused program
moving forward. This strategic focus will be
align our physical space redesign,
programmatic mission and operations to be
viable in three thematic topics;
Indigenous Learning, Indigenous
Scholarship, and Indigenous
Creation. We would love you input as we
move forward with announcing our new
initiatives.
Thank you,
INLP

Upcoming Events
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We are excited to partner with New Mexico
Piñon Coffee for this INLP Coffee House
program. Moving forward we are looking
for local businesses to work with for future
coffee house programs. We welcome your
recommendations.

Time Management Tips from a
Learning Strategist
Guest Contributor: Celene Woolley, Student
Manager for Learning Strategies, Center
for Academic Program Support

Wait, a what? A Learning Strategist!
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Learning Strategies is a program the CAPS,
the Center for Academic Program Support,
that teaches students skills that will help
them be more successful in their classes.
These people are fellow students who offer
help with time management, effective notetaking, preparing for exams, reading
textbooks and articles, and even how study
more effectively! They have interactive
workshops that help walk you through the
steps of implementing a specific tool and
also have drop-in and appointment hours to
go over any topic one-on-one. Learning
Strategies is located on the 3rd floor of
Zimmerman Library, just 1 floor above the
INLP space. All of CAPS services, including
Learning Strategies, are free to UNM
students!

Learning Strategist (L to R), Edgar, Jannet, and Kyra in
the Learning Strategies Office, 3rd Floor, Zimmerman
Library.

Now to the time management part. Time
management is one of the biggest struggles
identified by college students, and Learning
Strategies offers lots of tools to help you
keep organized and on top of things. Their
worksheet, called the Master Syllabus, takes
all of your assignments in every class for the
semester and compiles them into a one page
document. This lets you see what you have
coming up all at once, instead of being
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week! Stop in to grab a copy of the workshop
and have a Learning Strategist walk you
through the steps of filling it out, or come
chat about any of our other topics.
For more information about Learning
Strategies, a workshop schedule, or to
explore any of CAPS other services, visit
caps.unm.edu.

We would like to thank the Celene Woolley
and the rest of the Learning Strategies team
for contributing to this newsletter. Their
insight and advice will be a great benefit to
our Indigenous students at UNM. We highly
recommend using the Learning Strategies
services in CAPS.
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Native American Program Series,
1999-2017
On September 24, 2003, the Native
American Program Series began as a joint
program of the UNM Indigenous Nations
Library Program (INLP) and the Center for
Southwest Research. Headed by Mary Alice
Tsosie and Lloyd Lee, the series set out to
create and video record programs that
address various Native American
contemporary issues.
The programs were designed in conjunction
with Native American collections housed at
the Center for Southwest Research which
include American Indian Oral History
collection, Sacred Lands Project Collection:
1894-1988, Navajo-Hopi Land Dispute
documents: 1854-1984, and Robert F.
Robideau American Indian Movement
Papers: 1975-1994. Some of the programs
recorded in the series are storytelling
sessions, student colloquiums, class
presentations and lectures.
Selected Items of Interest
Indigenous Book Fair 11/18/2010
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This collection is an ongoing collection as
INLP will be recording more lectures,
events, and speakers to keep this project
moving forward.

Thank you very much for taking the
time to read our newsletter. If you
have any questions please contact:
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Kevin Brown, Program Specialist.
azkat07@unm.edu

Indigenous Nations Library Program
University Libraries, MSC05 3020
1 University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131
505.277.7433
Unsubscribe

########################################################################
This list reaches all employees of University Libraries.
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